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1. Introduction
It has been recently found that small, non-axisymmetric magnetic field perturbations
produced by internal or external coils break the toroidal symmetry of divertor profiles in
tokamaks, generating striated heat and particle deposition pattern at the divertor surface, e.g.
in DIII-D [1] and NSTX [2]. This is a direct consequence of the ‘strike point (SP) splitting’
caused by the 3-D magnetic field perturbations to the plasma edge [3]. As many tokamak
plasma facing components (PFCs) are designed and built assuming toroidal symmetry to
protect areas where high heat and particle fluxes are expected from the 2-D equilibrium, this
non-axisymmetric, i.e. 3-D, divertor profiles can result in additional engineering constraints.
These applied 3-D magnetic perturbations are found to suppress [4] or mitigate [5] ELMs in
conventional tokamaks, while they trigger ELMs in spherical tokamaks [6, 9]. In the National
Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX), the 3-D field perturbation was applied to ELM-free Hmode plasmas achieved with lithium wall coatings of the plasma facing components [7], in
order to trigger controlled ELMs with the goal of flushing impurities and reducing radiated
power from the core plasma [8]. It is therefore important to investigate the effect of 3-D field
on heat and particle flux profiles during and between ELMs.
2. Experimental set-up and measurement technique
The 3-D perturbation fields on NSTX were generated with a set of six midplane coils
that are typically used for error field correction. The coils were configured to apply an n=3
field in the ELM-destabilization experiments, with a generated magnetic perturbation at the
separatrix, δB/B=0.6-0.7% for the peak δB at the coil center and on the order of 0.1% for the
integrated δB over the coil surface. Heat flux measurements at the lower divertor target are
made with a high speed (1.6-6.3kHz) infrared (IR) camera [9], installed at toroidal angle
φ=135º (counter-clockwise from the reference, 225º if clockwise), with ~50º of field-of-view
(FOV) at r=60cm giving the spatial resolution of 5-7mm. A 2-D heat conduction code,
1
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THEODOR [10], is used to calculate the divertor heat flux profile from the measured surface
temperature. However, the magnitude of the heat flux in this paper is uncertain because
lithium coating changes the surface emissivity in an uncalibrated manner; relative profiles
comparisons are valid, however. Dα emission at the
3-D field (n=3) on
lower divertor target is recorded by a 1-D CCD
camera installed at φ=255º (counter-clockwise from
ELMs
the reference, 105º if clockwise). It is operated at a
2kHz rate and with sub-mm spatial resolution [11].
Note that we are using the Dα emission as a proxy for
the particle flux in attached plasmas.
3. Data analysis and interpretation
3.1 Strike point splitting with 3-D field application
The temporal and spatial evolution of the
measured heat flux and Dα profiles for an applied n=3
perturbation in a lithium enhanced ELM-free H-mode
discharge are shown in figure 1 as a contour plot. The

Figure 1. Contour plot of measured heat
flux (upper) and Dα (lower) profiles with
n=3

perturbation

t=400ms.
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striations in both profiles are formed shortly after the
perturbation field initiation at 400ms. This striation
represents the split strike points due to the applied 3-D
fields; vacuum field line tracing reproduces the
experimental observation quite well [2]. The inclusion
of the plasma response inside the unperturbed
separatrix by the Ideal Perturbed Equilibrium Code
(IPEC) calculation [12] did not affect the structure of
split strike points significantly, i.e., the number and

radial location of the generated lobes are unchanged relative to the vacuum field calculation.
The toroidal displacement of the IR and Dα cameras by 120º is expected to produce n=3
periodicity in the divertor fluxes if the generated lobe structure is consistent with the imposed
n=3 field structure. Indeed, the temporal and spatial evolution of striations is very similar for
both heat flux and Dα profiles (see figure 1).
3.2 Intrinsic strike point splitting in relation with intrinsic error fields
Figure 1 also shows that the divertor flux profiles show a moderate level of strike
point splitting even before the application of external magnetic perturbation. The profiles
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show nearly monotonic decay, i.e., no strike
point splitting, until t~190ms and then begin
to develop local peaks and valleys in the
radial locations other than that of the
original strike point at r~35cm. The degree
of splitting varies in time, and both the heat
flux and Dα profiles show similar evolution.
As a possible source of the internal 3-D
magnetic perturbation, the intrinsic error
field from the non-circularity of PF5 coil
was considered and included in the vacuum
field line tracing. It was recently shown [13]
that PF5 coil in NSTX produces error fields
with n=3 component as a dominant

Figure 2. Comparison of computed connection length
profile by the vacuum field line tracing between n=3
field applied case (black) and the PF5 intrinsic error
field case (red)

component. The inclusion of PF5 noncircularity in the vacuum field line tracing is therefore expected to produce a dominant n=3
field structure although the model contains all non-circular components. Figure 2 shows a
comparison of computed connection length profiles between the n=3 application and the PF5
intrinsic error field cases; the radial locations of the local peaks are in good agreement. This
indicates that intrinsic error fields may be one of the sources of the intrinsic SP splitting.
However, for many other discharges, the intrinsic SP splitting is not observed during the
whole plasma duration time. It is unclear at present whether this is because the PF5 coil
current in these discharges was too low (IPF5=5.6kA) to produce SP splitting, compared to the
other case (IPF5=7.5kA), or the 2-D equilibrium fields superposed by the 3-D perturbation
fields reacted toward the direction of canceling 3-D field effect.
3.3 Heat flux deposition during ELMs triggered by application of 3-D fields
Externally imposed 3-D fields trigger ELMs and strong heat and particle expulsion.
Heat and particle release by the triggered ELMs onto the divertor surface is indicated by
several vertical lines in figure 1. The frame speed of the IR camera was sufficiently high
(~3.8kHz) to resolve heat flux profiles during the ELM. Figure 3 shows the calculated heat
flux profiles at the ELM peak and immediately (0.6ms) before the ELM occurrence. One can
notice that the SP splitting is persistent even during the ELM (t=444.6ms) as the profile
exhibits local peaks and valleys. Also, the radial location of the split strike points before and
during the ELM agrees with each other very well. This indicates that the heat flux profile from
ELMs triggered by n=3 fields follows the imposed field structure, i.e., 3-D field triggered
ELMs appear to be phase locked to the externally applied perturbation. This has the important
3
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implication that the characteristics of the triggered
ELMs might be determined by the imposed 3-D
field structure.
In this paper, we showed that the vacuum
field line tracing is good enough to predict the
divertor profile modification in terms of the location
and spacing of the striations caused by the applied
3-D fields. Our data also shows that the intrinsic
error field may be one of the sources of the internal
3-D field perturbations. We need to further
Figure 3. Heat flux profiles measured at the
ELM peak (blue), divided by 3, and during the
inter-ELM period, 0.6ms before the peak (red)

investigate higher n-modes to confirm if the
characteristics of the triggered ELMs are really
determined by the imposed 3-D fields, not by the
possibility of most unstable modes at low-n
numbers for the ELM occurrence in NSTX.
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